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CRYPTOCURRENCY LANDSCAPE

As of July 2018, there were 1664 cryptocurrencies listed on 
coinmarketcap.com



CRYPTOCURRENCY LANDSCAPE

As of July 2018, there were 1664 cryptocurrencies listed on 
coinmarketcap.com

We scraped all this data on July 24 2018 

Scraped 2354 repositories out of a total 13,694,  
roughly 100 GB of data (see paper to see how we  
selected repositories)



MAKING A SCAMCOIN

What makes a currency a scamcoin? 

One definition (of scamcoin): no meaningful codebase, code is 
missing or just copied from that of another cryptocurrency  

This means: we can identify scamcoins by looking at their 
codebases, seeing if they’re “meaningful” 

One definition (of meaningful): code or currency has some unique 
properties



UNIQUE PROPERTIES

Name: borrowed from another? 

Git commits: forked from another? 

Copyrights: using code from another? 

Files: using (unchanged) files from another? 

Which currencies have a significant fraction of files identical to 
those of other currencies?





Akuya Coin (32% of files empty)



BumbaCoin (Zerocoin)

Akuya Coin (32% of files empty)



ZEROCOIN (CLUSTERS #2 AND #3)



Litecoin forks

BumbaCoin (Zerocoin)

Akuya Coin (32% of files empty)



Zeepin 
(just a license)

Litecoin forks

BumbaCoin (Zerocoin)

Akuya Coin (32% of files empty)



ZEEPIN



ZEEPIN market capitalization of $22.8M 
with only a license and 99.99% of 

tokens held by one owner



UNIQUE PROPERTIES

Name: borrowed from another? 

Git commits: forked from another? 

Copyrights: using code from another? 

Files: using (unchanged) files from another? 

Many currencies seem to borrow (heavily) from others, and in 
particular from Bitcoin



ERC20 TOKENS

One definition (of meaningful): code or currency has some unique 
properties 

One resource we’ve overlooked so far: Ethereum smart contracts 

These are the main source code for ERC20 tokens, which 
comprise 52% of the listed currencies (866 in total) 

Scraped Solidity code from etherscan.io, found contract code for 
438 currencies



ERC20 TOKEN CONTRACT

extracted version number

extracted all types

extracted SafeMath version



DIVERSITY IN ERC20 TOKENS

Found SafeMath in 65.9% of deployed contracts, only 5.2% of 
contracts in repositories, but many different versions

Same was true for Solidity version and other features 

Found 246 distinct types in deployed contracts, 1002 in ones in 
repositories



CONCLUSIONS

Scamcoins seem common and are harmful to legitimate projects, 
clear motivation to find them and weed them out 

Much easier to innovate when implementing a simpler 
functionality (using Ethereum) than when creating an entire 
platform (like Bitcoin) 

Paper is available at https://arxiv.org/pdf/1810.08420.pdf



THANKS!  
ANY QUESTIONS?


